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1. What is Hibby?

Hibby is a social blockchain innovation which allows collective behaviour 
of people to stimulate blockchain and community activity. 
Also Hibby is a social gaming platform, where people can play social 
games (not video games) online against each other.

But more specifically, Hibby is a social game itself, similar to playing
tag on the schoolyard but then a digital/blockchain version.
However with Hibby you don’t just tag 1 person, you tag as many people 
as possible in order to create the largest possible “chain” which we call a 
Hibby. Players are incentivised to add other players by being able to claim 
rewards. You can initiate a new Hibby (chain), add a message to it and the 
more people you add to the chain, the larger the chain will become and the 
more tokens you will get rewarded by the smart contract and the more  
people will get to see your message.

The goal is to create the longest Hibby chain of people and by that have the 
most people to see your message.
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2. The Hibby Concept

People get rewarded for inviting people to their Hibby and creating the 
longest Hibby chain possible. This is done by allowing people to go the 
Hibby website, sign up to a Hibby chain.

In order to join Hibby, participants need to connect their wallet and pay fees 
in HIBBY tokens. On the Hibby website you only allow access to specified 
amount of tokens, so your funds will always be safe. 
The next step is to generate a share-link which they can share with their 
friends. Once a friend opens the link, then he/she can also participate in the 
Hibby by also paying the fees and and then continue to join his/her friend’s 
Hibby. After this the participant canalso generate a new link to share with 
his friends again.

Participants are rewarded HIBBY tokens for adding friends to the Hibby 
chain and their rewards will be added up to their balance in realtime.  
At any given moment a participant can choose to claim his/her rewards. 
From the moment you have claimed your rewards, you will lose your posi-
tion in the chain and will be excluded from receiving more rewards in this 
Hibby, and the rewards intended for you will be distributed among other 
participants in your Hibby.

Hibby chains can also die down if  no new participants join the chain within 
24hours after the last participant has joined. If  a Hibby dies, all unclaimed 
HIBBY rewards will be burned and are no longer claimable. So a portion of 
risk management is needed.

Only after a Hibby has died, a new one can be initiated by a participant of 
a previous one. This is done again via the process of paying a fee in HIBBY 
tokens and inviting friends to join and the process repeats itself. Anybody 
who visits the website can join the latest Hibby that is active.
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3. Tokenomics

There is a total maximum supply of 100.000.000 HIBBY. 

1m token will be sold off in an early-sale. The hard cap for this is 100k 
BUSD. The soft cap has currently already been reached as the Pre-sale is 
nearly being filled at the time of this writing. 
 
Up to max 5m tokens will be sold through an invitation only 
private-sale on the Hibby.money website. The invitation rewards will also be 
paid out of this 5m tokens. 
 
This private-sale will last for a maximum of 21 days after which the remain-
der of unsold tokens will be sent to the GorilaGordo.com pot wallet addres!

max 84m tokens will be distributed through a Hibby Social  
Distribution process (HSD) on the Hibby.money website.

>  90% of the proceeds will go towards liquidity on several DEX’s.

>  10% of the proceeds will go towards project launch marketing     
and innovation.

>  there are no team tokens.

>  10m will be reserved for future liquidity.

>  Buyers of the early-sale can buy minimum 2500 HIBBY for 250     
  BUSD and maximum 50.000 HIBBY for 5000 BUSD. 
  Allocations need to be in multiples of 250 BUSD.

>  The buyers in the private-sale can buy max 25.000 HIBBY per      
  allocation starting at a 0,1BUSD price. This price will increase      
  with 0,01BUSD after every 1m tokens that have been distributed.

>  total amounts listed subject to transaction tax.
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4. Market cap & SUPPLY

This values the HIBBY token averagely at a starting price of 0,1 busd which 
will gradually increase along the distribution process.

this is a dynamic supply and the community decides on the total
final supply by the length of the distribution Hibby. As long as the HSD 
keeps on being shared on the supply can grow to its maximum of 100m. 
Once this process organically stops and the chain is cut, the remainder of 
the undistributed tokens are burned and hence the total supply will 
naturally be adjusted.
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5. Hibby Social Distribution

The token distribution for the Hibby project is done in a social way
and no complicated unlocking schedules are needed here. The HSD process 
works exactly how a Hibby works and participation goes as followed:

  
  • You pay fees in HIBBY 
  •  You claim a referral link on the website 
  •  You share the link with your friends. 
  •  Your friends join via your link and claim their own referral link
   on the website for a fee of 5BUSD  
  •  Your friends share their link with their friends and so on. 
  •  Each time somebody is added to participate, their fee will 
   be rewarded to the in their Hibby chain.

The reward distribution goes according to a diagram of max 7 referrals.
(diagram below)

Once the website token sale has been completed, a live count down will 
be displayed on the website counting down the HSD from 84m tokens to 0. 
Once the 90m tokens have been fully distributed, the Hibby project has 
officially completed its token distribution process.
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6. Flow Of Use

Similar to the HSD process, when starting a Hibby, each time a friend 
signs-up to add himself  to a Hibby chain and/or initiate a new one, he/she 
will follow these steps:

  1.   you go to the website 
  2.   you pay Hibby fees for the Hibby 
  3.   you join the Hibby which you were invited for and add 
    a title and a message to it 
  4.   you generate a Hibby invitation link for more people to be added 
    to this Hibby 
  5.   you share this link with your friends 
  6.   your friends go to the website 
  7.   your friends pay the same fees 
  8.   your friends generate new Hibby links for people to be added 
    to the Hibby 
  9.   your friends share their link with their friends 
  10.  you go to the website 
  11.  you claim your tokens or wait until a later moment to claim
    more tokens 
  12.  you join other Hibby’s
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7. Tax

The project will tax 10% on all Hibby token transactions for future develop-
ment of the project, marketing and as a compensation for the team.
And 2% of this tax will be locked into Reflection Treasury wallet from 
which Hibby token holders will be able to earn a passive income in HIBBY. 
The holdings of the treasury wallet will be equally distributed amongst all 
token holders according to their share of the total supply. The treasury will 
start to be filled from the first day of the project launch and the pay outs 
will start automatically after the HSD has been completed.

Of the other 8% 
1% will be forwarded to the Gorila Gordo pot. 
4% of the tax will be used for project marketing and innovation. 
3% of the tax will be used for development costs.
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8. Reflection Treasury

The 2% reflection fee will be put towards a treasury wallet and once 
the HSD had completed it will automatically start distributing the funds 
amongst the Hibby token holders according to their share of tokens from 
the total supply.
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9. New Hibby’s

When an old Hibby dies, a new Hibby is initiated by paying a fee on the 
website and inviting friends via a new Hibby link. 
Each participant who joins this Hibby, needs to pay the same fee and can 
then invite more friends. 
The fees which need to be paid are set by the initiator of the new Hibby 
and are equal to the amount of fee’s the initiator paid himself. The fees 
paid by the initiator will be burned after initiating the new Hibby. The 10% 
fees paid by a participant who is second in line after the initiator will also 
be burned.

Of the paid HIBBY tokens paid by invited participants after tax:

10% goes to the initiator of the Hibby
40% goes to the participant who invited you

20% goes to the participant who invited your friend
10% goes to the participant who invited your friend’s friend

5% goes to the participant who was before that
2% goes to the participant who was before that
1% goes to the participant who was before that

Any left over will be burned.

Below is a Hibby chain diagram. A chain can consist of  tree’s. In a chain 
people only add 1 friend and in a tree, people add multiple friends.  
Players in a Hibby can choose to view and claim their rewards at any time. 
However once you claim your tokens in a Hibby, you will lose your rights 
for future rewards, but also you will no longer be at risk of losing your to-
kens if  the Hibby may die.

If you claim your tokens, the portion of tokens which would have been rewarded to you 
will now go to the people above you in the Hibby chain.
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Hibby reward diagram

The more people that are in your Hibby chain,
the more people who will get to see your message!
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10. Hibby Social Gaming Platform

The Hibby project will continue to develop new social Hibby games, with new 
rules and new rewards. Initiators will be able to startup new Hibby’s with a 
set of  different rules and conditions which they can select from. The rewards 
program will be expanded to NFT’s and a Hibby world will be created where 
people can collect different kinds of rewards in different ways, online and 
offline!

Such as Gorila Gordo!
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11. Gorila Gordo

Whenever somebody has completed his participation in Hibby, he/she can 
choose to join the Gorila Gordo game. This is another type of Hibby chain 
where people can claim rewards. This is done by simply adding any pre-
ferred amount of HIBBY tokens to a “pot of gold”. 

The total amount of tokens added by everybody in this chain is 
accumulated in the pot and if  nobody else claims the pot within 24hours, 
the full pot of tokens will be rewarded to the last person in the Hibby chain. 

If  you want to join El Gorila Gordo, you place a claim on the pot by add-
ing 1 HIBBY token to the pot. If  your claim holds for 24hours the full pot 
is yours. If  somebody else claims the pot within 24hours the claim will be 
transferred to him for 24hours.

You can also add more than 1 token in order to buy your self  a large 
chance to claim claim the pot. The more tokens you add the less time your 
claim needs to hold before the pot is yours.

This is done as following, after tax:

1 HIBBY = 24hours
10 HIBBY = 12hours
100 HIBBY = 6hours
1k HIBBY = 1hour

2k HIBBY = 30mins
5k HIBBY = 15mins
10k HIBBY = 5mins
50k HIBBY = 1min

Please note that for the whitelisting payment is in BUSD and not in HIBBY 
and therefore these different time options are not available 
as payment.
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12. Hibby NFT Social Marketing

When participants create new Hibby’s or when they add tokens to 
the Gorila Gordo, a page on the Hibby website will be visible for  
participants. This page is a place for the promotion of NFT’s. 
People can pay a small fee in HIBBY, upload their NFT’s and attach the link 
to their OpenSea listing. Their NFT will be shown to everybody who comes 
after them in the chain and they can check in to view the statistics about the 

views at any given time.
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